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About me…… 
 
 
 





Social Media is Good 
¡ Provides a voice for people that may 

otherwise struggle to be heard 
¡ Extends discussion about key issues 
¡ Interaction with family and friends 
¡ Enriches lives and ‘broadens horizons’  
 
¡ But as is common – the ‘good things’ about 

the Internet often have a downside 



How have things changed? 
¡ 10 years ago in NZ Myspace, Facebook, 

Bebo etc were starting to be widely used 
¡ Industry, Government and Society were 

adjusting to it and starting to identify issues 
 
¡ Early issues with Burglary and real world 

crimes 





The rise of social engineering 



Social Media Today 
¡ Social media is a treasure trove of 

information and data 
¡ This an be utilised by many parties: 

•  ‘Tech Giants’ 
•  Marketing 
•  Governments (for both good and bad) 
•  Cyber Criminals 



Issue affecting well known NZ people 
¡ With Social Media & traditional Internet info 

well known people are completely ‘exposed’ 

¡ Traditional ‘Security Questions’ are no longer 
effective – answers are at anyones finger tips 

¡ Leading to hijacking of eMail and Social 
Media accounts (or even bank accounts)  



Recent Issue in NZ 
¡ Phishing and other scammers seem to have 

changed their activity – profit driven 

¡ CEO/ CFO Scam – being seen on epic 
proportions 

¡ Social Media (fake accounts) also used to 
enumerate then entire staff of corporates or 
agencies 





CEO Enjoys Holiday…..... 



CFO…. 12 hours later….. 

CEO Name@cc.exec.mailetc
“CFO of target”
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Social Media is Good 
¡ Provides a voice for peoples that may 

otherwise struggle to be heard 
¡ Extends discussion about key issues 
¡ Interaction with family and friends 
¡ Enriches lives and ‘broadens horizons’  
 
¡ But as is common – the ‘good things’ about 

the Internet have a downside 



It’s the 21st Century…Questions 
about Online Privacy.... 

¡ Is Privacy possible anymore? 
¡ Do people really care? 
¡ Is it still about personally identifiable information 

(PII)? 
¡ Has it changed over the last few years? 

The answer to all is Yes – but there are challenges 



ACC stuff 





What we see in NZ 
¡ People behave differently 

•  Some say they value privacy but are very 
loose with their info online 

¡ Society might need to adjust slightly 
•  Norms of behaviour should extend online 

¡ Young people may think differently 
•  This could lead to new ‘norms’….who knows 



Tech Giants & Big Data 
¡ Again, this has great uses… 

¡ But is also scarier and more invasive than 
some ‘Government programmes’... 

¡ Tech giants that own social media make their 
money from this and they are excellent! 
•  Go buy a promoted Tweet on Twitter – see 

how detailed they get. 



If we live our lives on ‘Social Media’? 







But haven’t people been collecting 
data about me for years? 

¡ Yes and there are (usually) controls and 
protections on that data. 

¡ So ‘Big Data’ needs the same controls? 
•  And we are back to ‘Norms’ 
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